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Abstract
Auxiliary field methods in D = 2 (or 3), N = 2 supersymmetric (SUSY)
nonlinear sigma models (NLσMs) are studied. For these models auxiliary
fields as Lagrange multipliers belong to a vector or a chiral superfield, which
gives a Ka¨hler quotient of complexified gauge group or a holomorphic con-
straint on it, respectively. Using these, NLσMs on all Hermitian symmetric
spaces were formulated previously. In this paper, we formulate new SUSY
NLσMs on some rank-two Ka¨hler coset spaces as SUSY gauge theories with
two Fayet-Iliopoulos parameters.
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1 Introduction
The auxiliary field method and the large-N method are very powerful tools to study
non-perturbative effects in a lot of theories, such as the Gross-Neveu model, non-
linear sigma models (NLσMs), gauge theories, matrix models and so on [1]. For
two-dimensional (D = 2) NLσMs on coset spaces G/H , this method displays simi-
larities with four-dimensional (D = 4) gauge theories very easily: dynamical mass
generation, dynamical symmetry breaking/restoration, dynamicaly induced gauge
bosons, the asymptotic freedom and so on. Supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions are
also studied for D = 2, N = 1 and N = 2 SUSY NLσMs [2]–[6]. D = 3 NLσMs are
non-renormalizable in perturbative method but renormalizable in the large-N ex-
pansion [7]. SUSY extensions of D = 3 NLσMs are also studied extensively [8, 9].
As an example, the auxiliary field method for the O(N) model can be illustrated
briefly as follows. Let gij(ϕ) be the metric on S
N−1 = O(N)/O(N − 1) with some
coordinates ϕi (i = 1, · · · , N − 1). Then the partition function for the O(N) model
is given by
Z =
∫
[dϕ] exp
(
−
∫
dDx
1
2
gij(ϕ)∂µϕ
i∂µϕj
)
. (1.1)
Classically O(N) symmetry is spontaneously broken down to O(N−1). Introducing
an auxiliary field σ as a Lagrange multiplier, this can be rewritten as
Z =
∫
[dφdσ] exp
[
−
∫
dDx
{
1
2
∂µ~φ · ∂
µ~φ+ σ(~φ 2 − r2)
}]
, (1.2)
with ~φ = {φA} (A = 1, · · · , N) being anO(N) vector of scalar fields. The integration
over σ supplies a constraint ~φ 2 = r2 and the Lagrangian in (1.1) is rederived. On the
other hand, leaving σ, we can first perform the integration over dynamical fields φA
exactly as the Gaussian integral. Then, the integration over σ can be approximated
by the saddle point in the large-N limit with taking r2 = N/g2. We thus obtain
the gap equation. In D = 2 σ gets non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV)
〈σ〉 6= 0 by solving it. Thus the O(N) symmetry is dynamically recovered and the
mass generation is found as a non-perturbative effect contrary to masslessness in
the perturbative analysis. This agrees with the Coleman’s theorem which prohibits
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massless bosons in D = 2 [10]. In D = 3 there exist two phases of broken and
unbroken O(N) symmetry.
Therefore the auxiliary field formulation is crucial for a study of non-perturbative
effects. It is very easy to find the metric gij(ϕ) solving the given constraint on linear
fields ~φ: for instance for the O(N) model, putting ~φ = (~ϕ, φN) and eliminating the
N -th component by φN =
√
r2 − ~ϕ 2, we obtain the metric gij(ϕ) = δij +
ϕiϕj
r2−~ϕ 2
expressed in terms of the independent fields ϕi. It is, however, in general difficult to
find proper constraints among linear fields φ to give a metric gij(ϕ) of a given model.
What we really want to do for a study of non-perturbative effects is in this direction
and this is the most difficulty of the auxiliary field method. In SUSY theories, the
situation becomes far more complicated as will be explained below.
For D = 2, 3, N = 1 SUSY NLσMs, the situation is the same with bosonic case
because target spaces are Riemannian. The D = 2, N = 1 SUSY O(N) model
was investigated in [3] and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking was found. The
D = 3, N = 1 SUSY O(N) model was discussed in [8]. D = 2, 3, N = 2 SUSY
NLσMs are obtained as dimensional reduction from D = 4, N = 1 SUSY NLσMs.
For these cases target spaces must be Ka¨hler [11, 12] so that this makes the auxiliary
field formulation difficult. D = 2 (D = 3), N = 2 SUSY NLσMs on Ka¨hler coset
spaces G/H may have similarities with D = 4 (D = 5), N = 2 SUSY QCD [13] as
the same as bosonic theories. So pursuing similarities of these SUSY models using
non-perturbative method is very interesting.
In SUSY theories, auxiliary fields as Lagrange multipliers belong to superfields.
For these N = 2 SUSY theories, there exist vector and chiral superfields in terms
of D = 4, N = 1 SUSY [12]. Using vector superfields as auxiliary fields, the CPN
model [4, 5] (CPN = SU(N)/[SU(N − 1)× U(1)]) and the Grassmann model [14]
(GN,M = U(N)/[U(N −M)× U(M)]) were constructed very long time ago.
The CPN model is simply given in the auxiliary field formulation [4, 5] as
L =
∫
d4θ (eV φ†φ− cV ) , (1.3)
with φ chiral superfields of an N -vector, V an auxiliary vector superfield for U(1)
gauge symmetry, and c a real positive constant called the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI)
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parameter. In the CPN model, V acquires kinetic term so that U(1) gauge boson is
dynamically induced in the large-N limit [4, 5]. InD = 2 the scalar components in V
acquire the vacuum expectation value (VEV), and there exists the mass generation
without breaking of the gauge symmetry through the Schwinger mechanism [15].
D = 3, N = 2 SUSY CPN model was discussed in Ref. [9].
The GN,M model is given in [14] by
L =
∫
d4θ
[
tr (eVΦ†Φ)− c tr V
]
, (1.4)
with Φ chiral superfields of an N by M matrix and V auxiliary vector superfields of
an M by M matrix for U(M) gauge symmetry. This model is expected to induce
U(M) gauge bosons in the large-N limit.
There was not, however, auxiliary field formulation for other D = 2, 3, N = 2
SUSY NLσMs up to a few years ago. To overcome such situation, the auxiliary field
formulation for SUSY NLσMs on a broad class of Ka¨hler coset spaces, Hermitian
symmetric spaces (HSS) summarized in Table 1, has been given in Refs. [16, 17, 18].
Besides auxiliary vector superfields V with the Ka¨hler potential (1.3) or (1.4), we
introduced auxiliary chiral superfields σ (Σ) as summarized in Table 2. The inte-
gration over V gives the Ka¨hler potential for CPN or GN,M , whereas the integration
over σ (Σ) gives holomorphic constraints which embed the manifold into CPN or
GN,M .
The large-N analysis of these models has become possible. The simplest model
other than CPN is the QN model, which is called the quadric surface and is the
coset of QN−2 = SO(N)/[SO(N − 2)× U(1)]. It is given by [16, 6]
L =
∫
d4θ (eV φ†φ− cV ) +
(∫
d2θ σφ2 + c.c.
)
(1.5)
with φ dynamical chiral superfields of an N -vector, V an auxiliary vector superfield
for U(1) gauge symmetry and σ an auxiliary chiral superfield. The integration over V
gives the Ka¨hler potential on CPN and the integration over σ gives a holomorphic
constraint φ2 = 0 among dynamical fields φ. So this model is a hybrid of the
O(N) model (1.2) and the CPN model (1.3). On the other hand, performing the
integration over dynamical fields φ in (1.5) exactly, the non-perturbative analysis
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of the D = 2 QN model has been investigated in the large-N method [6]. It has
turned out that the QN model has very interesting features which did not exist in
the previous models. It contains two kinds of non-perturbatively stable vacua; one
is the Schwinger phase in which the scalar components of V acquire VEV like the
CPN model and the other is the Higgs phase in which the scalar components of σ
get VEV. The latter is a new vacuum for the SUSY NLσMs and is interesting if we
investigate similarities with N = 2 SUSY QCD. Both vacua are asymptotically free
and the mass gap exist due to the Shiwinger and Higgs mechanisms. D = 3, N = 2
SUSY QN model is also discussed recently [19].
Since the rests of HSS are formulated using auxiliary chiral superfields besides
auxiliary vector superfield, these models are also expected to contain the Higgs phase
besides the Schwinger phase.
Hence our interest is naturally led to SUSY NLσMs on more general Ka¨hler
coset spaces other than HSS. Does dynamical mass generation occur for NLσMs on
any Ka¨hler coset G/H? Is any model asymptotically free? Which gauge symmetry
is dynamically induced for a given model? It is very important to give answers to
these questions. However, before investigating these problems, we have to ask if
NLσMs on any Ka¨hler coset G/H can be formulated by the auxiliary field method
or not. This question is, however, a quite difficult problem. In this paper we will
make some progress in this problem.
Any Ka¨hler coset space can be written as G/H = G/[Hs.s. × U(1)r] where Hs.s.
is the semi-simple subgroup in H and r ≡ rankG − rankHs.s. is called the rank of
this Ka¨hler coset space [20]. Every HSS is a rank one Ka¨hler coset space, whose
Lagrangian has a U(1) or U(M) gauge symmetry and one FI parameter if formulated
by the auxiliary field method. Other rank one Ka¨hler coset spaces seem to be
relatively easy to be constructed in the auxiliary field formulation with U(1) or U(M)
gauge group [16]. In this paper, we give the auxiliary field formulation for some rank
two Ka¨hler coset spaces, SU(N)/[SU(N − 2) × U(1)2] and SU(N)/[SU(N −M −
L)× SU(M)× SU(L)×U(1)2]. These models have U(1)2 and U(M)×U(L) gauge
symmetries, respectively, and two FI-parameters. In addition to auxiliary vector
superfields for these gauge symmetries, some auxiliary chiral superfields are also
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needed even though G = SU(N). Non-perturbative studies for these new models
become possible which will remain as a future work. We expect that U(1)2 or
U(M) × U(L) gauge symmetry is dynamically induced.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give the minimum ingredient
of SUSY nonlinear realizations needed for later discussions. Sec. 3 explains how
to obtain compact Ka¨hler coset spaces using the super-Higgs mechanism eliminat-
ing unwanted QNG bosons. How this works in the simplest CPN and GN,M is
shown. In Sec. 4 and 5 we generalize these discussions to the rank-two coset spaces
SU(N)/[SU(N−2)×U(1)2] and SU(N)/[SU(N−M−L)×SU(M)×SU(L)×U(1)2 ],
respectively. Sec. 6 is devoted to summary and discussions. In Appendix A, we give
a review on the supersymmetric nonlinear realization with Ka¨hler G/H focusing
on the case of G = SU(N). In Appendix B, we discuss some geometric aspects of
these models, a relation with some hyper-Ka¨hler manifolds and an application to
construction of a new Calabi-Yau metric.
2 Supersymmetric Nonlinear Realizations
The most general discussion for SUSY nonlinear realizations was discussed by Bando,
Kuramoto, Maskawa and Uehara [21]. (For a review see [22].) Then they were
extensively studied for both compact [23]–[27] (and references in [26]) and non-
compact [28]–[37] target manifolds. In this section we briefly review the minimum
of SUSY nonlinear realizations needed for discussions in the following sections.
A chiral superfield comprises of a complex scalar and a Weyl spinor in terms
of the D = 4, N = 1 superfield formalism. In SUSY nonlinear realizations, we
consider GC, the complexification of a group G, because the symmetry group G
of the superpotential is enhanced to GC by its holomorphic structure. When a
global symmetry G is spontaneously broken down into its subgroup H by vacuum
expectation values (VEVs) with SUSY preserved, there appear ordinary Nambu-
Goldstone (NG) bosons for broken G together with additional massless bosons called
the quasi-NG (QNG) bosons for broken GC and their fermionic SUSY partners [38].2
2If we assume that all vacuum degeneracy come from a symmetry, there are no more massless
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The unbroken subgroup of GC is also a complex group Hˆ which contains HC as a
subgroup. Its Lie algebra can be written as3
Hˆ = HC ⊕ B , (2.1)
with B called the Borel algebra comprising of (non-Hermitian) nilpotent generators.
Therefore the vacuum manifoldM parameterized by massless bosons is topologically
a complex coset space GC/Hˆ, which is a non-compact Ka¨hler manifold in general.
However we note that the isometry of this coset space should be still G but not GC
because symmetry of the Ka¨hler potential is not complexified, with being different
from the superpotential.
A group element in g ∈ GC can be uniquely divided into g = ξhˆ with the coset
representative ξ and hˆ ∈ Hˆ . Here the coset representative ξ is given by
ξ = exp(ϕ · Z) ∈ GC/Hˆ (2.2)
with ϕ chiral superfields and Z complex broken generators in GC − Hˆ. A set of Z
comprises of both Hermitian and non-Hermitian generators, because Hˆ in general
contains non-Hermitian generators in the Borel algebra B as in Eq. (2.1). Corre-
sponding to these Hermitian and non-Hermitian broken generators, there exist two
kinds of massless chiral multiplets, called the “M-type” and “P-type” multiplets,
respectively.
In every P-type multiplet, both real and imaginary parts of a complex scalar field
are NG bosons, parametrizing compact directions of the manifold M. Whereas, in
every M-type multiplet, one degree of freedom is an NG boson and the other is a
QNG boson, parametrizing a non-compact direction of M. This can be understood
as follows. Correspondingly to each non-Hermitian broken generator ZP, there exists
a non-Hermitian unbroken generator B in the Borel algebra B in Hˆ (2.1) with
Z†P = B. Then, both X ≡ −i(ZP − B) and X
′ ≡ ZP +B are Hermitian. The coset
bosons other than these NG and QNG bosons. This happens if all GC invariants composed of
fundamental fields are fixed to some values. So in this case, the vacuum manifold becomes a
GC-orbit.
3We denote the Lie algebra of the group by its Calligraphic font.
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representative can be transformed to an element in its equivalent class as
ξ = exp(· · ·+ ϕZP)→ exp(· · ·+ ϕZP) exp(−ϕ
∗B)
= exp[· · ·+ i(Reϕ)X + i(Imϕ)X ′ +O(ϕ2)] . (2.3)
Therefore both real and imaginary parts of every P-type multiplet ϕ, generated by
a non-Hermitian ZP, parameterize compact directions of M. However for every
M-type, its real part parameterizes a non-compact direction of M because it is
generated by a Hermitian generator.
Let NNG, NQNG, NP and NM be numbers of NG and QNG bosons and P- and
M-type multiplets, respectively. Then relations
NNG = dimG/H = 2NP +NM , NQNG = NM (2.4)
hold. The complex dimension of the manifold M can be written as
dimCM = NP +NM =
1
2
(NNG +NQNG) . (2.5)
If there are no QNG bosons (NQNG = NM = 0) the manifold becomes compact,
whereas if there exists at least one QNG bosons (NQNG = NM ≥ 1) the manifold
becomes non-compact. For non-comact cases, NG bosons parameterize a compact
homogeneous submanifold G/H embedded into the total manifoldM≃ GC/Hˆ [34].
For both cases, the isometry of M is G but not GC although GC acts on M tran-
sitively.
Even if the same NG bosons appear for the same G/H , NQNG depends on the
underlying linear model. Two extreme or natural cases can be considered: the case
of the maximal NQNG equal to NNG (NP = 0) and the case of NQNG = 0 (NM = 0).
1. If there exist only M-type multiplets without P-type multiplets (NP = 0,
NQNG = NNG), it is called the “maximal realization” (or “fully-doubling”),
which corresponds to GC/Hˆ = GC/HC ≃ T ∗(G/H).4 Some sufficient condi-
tions for maximal realizations are known [29]: It occurs if a symmetry G is
4Only the maximal realization cases have a dual description by a non-Abelian tensor gauge
theory in D = 4 [37].
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broken down to H by VEVs of linear fields 1) which belong to a real repre-
sentation of G or 2) with G/H a symmetric space. In both cases, absence of
gauge fields is assumed.
2. On the other hand, when there exist only P-type multiplets without M-type
multiplets (NM = NQNG = 0), it is called the “pure realization”, which cor-
responds to a compact homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold (Ka¨hler coset) G/H .
In this case GC/Hˆ ≃ G/H holds. The Ka¨hler metric on arbitrary Ka¨hler
coset G/H was constructed by Borel [20]. All Ka¨hler coset spaces G/H were
classified by using the painted Dynkin diagrams [23]. Their Ka¨hler potentials
were given by Itoh, Kugo and Kunitomo (IKK) [24]. For pure realizations a
no-go theorem due to Lerche and Shore is known [29, 30] (see also [32, 34, 16]):
There must appear at least one QNG bosons and therefore pure realizations
cannot be realized if a symmetry G is broken by VEVs of linear fields and if
there are no gauge symmetries.
When we reformulate NLσMs by auxiliary fields, dynamical fields must be em-
bedded into fields in some linear representations of G. Therefore the Lerche-Shore
theorem is the most difficulty for the auxiliary field formulation of Ka¨hler coset
spaces G/H . As discussed in this paper in detail, this theorem can be avoided
introducing appropriate gauge symmetry.
3 Auxiliary Field Formulation for Compact Man-
ifolds
The CPN model and the GN,M model can be easily formulated by the auxiliary field
method as (1.3) and (1.4) without discussing the nonlinear realization method [4, 5,
14]. The nonlinear realization method and the super-Higgs mechanism play essential
roles to construct more complicated coset spaces. We can eliminate QNG bosons by
gauging a subgroup of G introducing vector multiplets V . The important thing is
that vector multiplets V can become massive absorbing only M-type chiral multiplets
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including one NG and one QNG bosons, with preserving SUSY.5 Hence, one V
can eliminate one non-compact direction with one compact direction. If we can
eliminate all non-compact directions of QNG bosons, a compact manifold of the
pure realization can be realized. Such consideration for the CPN model and the
GN,M model was given in [22, 16] and then applied to HSS [16]. We briefly review
the cases of CPN and GN,M in this section, with some new consideration on the
geometry of non-compact manifolds before gauging.
3.1 Auxiliary field formulation for CPN
First, let us discuss CPN−1. Prepare linear fields φ ∈ N of SU(N). The system has
an additional phase symmetry U(1)D, given by φ→ φ′ = eiαφ, and the total global
symmetry becomes G = U(N) = SU(N) × U(1)D. When the fields φ develop the
VEV it can be transformed by G into 〈φ〉 = (0, · · · , 0, v)T with v real positive. By
this VEV, G is spontaneously broken down to its subgroup H = U(N − 1). There
appear NNG = dimG/H = 2N − 1 NG bosons.
To discuss the whole massless bosons including the QNG bosons, we consider
the complexification of the groups. The complex unbroken and broken generators
are
Hˆ =


0
U(N − 1)C
...
0
B · · · B 0

 , G
C − Hˆ =


P
0N−1
...
P
0 · · · 0 M

 , (3.1)
where B denote generators in a Borel subalgebra B in Eq. (2.1). Here, M and P
denote one Hermitian and N − 1 non-Hermitian broken generators, generating M-
and P-type chiral superfields, respectively (NM = 1, NP = N − 1). So the numbers
of NG and QNG bosons are NNG = 2N−1 and NQNG = 1, respectively. The number
of the QNG bosons coincides with the number of G-invariant |φ|2 as was discussed
5When a gauge field in V absorbs an NG boson in a P-type multiplet, SUSY is spontaneously
broken [39].
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in [36]. The manifold Mˆ can be locally written as
Mˆ ≃ R× U(N)/U(N − 1) ≃ R× SU(N)/SU(N − 1) (3.2)
which is cohomogeneity one. (From now on we denote non-compact manifolds before
gauging by Mˆ and compact manifolds by M.)
To gauge away unwanted QNG boson let us promote U(1)D symmetry to a gauge
symmetry introducing an auxiliary vector superfield V . The gauge transformation
is defined by
φ→ φ′ = eiΛφ , eV → eV
′
= eV e−iΛ+iΛ
†
, (3.3)
with Λ(x, θ, θ¯) a gauge parameter of a chiral superfield. Note that this gauge sym-
metry is complexified to U(1)C = GL(1,C) because the scalar component of Λ is a
complex scalar field. The simplest invariant Lagrangian for these matter contents is
written as
L =
∫
d4θ(eV φ†φ− cV ) , (3.4)
with c a real positive parameter called the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) parameter.6 If we
eliminate V by its equation of motion eV φ†φ− c = 0, we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ c[log(φ†φ) + 1] =
∫
d4θ c log(φ†φ) , (3.6)
where the second term has disappeared under the superspace integral. There still
exist the gauge symmetry (3.3) for matter fields in this Lagrangian which can be
fixed as φT = (ϕT , 1) using U(1)C. Then the nonlinear Lagrangian in terms of
independent fields is obtained as
L =
∫
d4θ c log(1 + ϕ†ϕ) . (3.7)
6The most general invariant Lagrangian is
L =
∫
d4θ[f(eV φ†φ)− cV ] , (3.5)
with an arbitrary function f . However we can show that we get the same Lagrangian (3.7) below
when V is eliminated [17].
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We thus have obtained the Ka¨hler potential for the Fubini-Study metric on CPN−1.
This construction ofCPN is known as the Ka¨hler quotient method [51, 52]: CPN−1 ≃
Mˆ/U(1)C.
Note that φ can be rewritten as φ = ξv with v = (0, · · · , 0, 1)T and ξ =
exp

 0N−1 ϕ
0 0

 =

 1N−1 ϕ
0 1

 being the same as (A.7). Comparing the coset
generator in ξ and (3.1), we find that one QNG boson is absorbed, with one NG
boson, by the U(1) gauge field V and that a pure realization occurs.
Although we have used the classical equation of motion to eliminate V here, we
can show that this holds in the quantum level using the path integral formalism [17,
18].
3.2 Auxiliary field formulation for GN,M
This can be generalized to non-Abelian gauge symmetry to construct GN,M . This
case is a little bit complicated due to non-uniqueness of vacua. Let Φ be an (N×M)-
matrix chiral superfield, on which the global symmetry G = SU(N)×SU(M)×U(1)
as
Φ
g
→ Φ′ = gLΦgR , (3.8)
with gL ∈ SU(N) and gR ∈ U(M) = SU(M) × U(1)D. There exist M independent
G-invariants composed of Φ, given by
X1 ≡ tr (Φ
†Φ) , X2 ≡ tr [(Φ
†Φ)2] , · · · , XM ≡ tr [(Φ
†Φ)M ] , (3.9)
because the G-invariants det Φ†Φ and tr (Φ†Φ)n (n > M) are not independent with
these due to the Cayley-Hamilton equation for M by M matrices. The G-invariants
(3.9) determine the cohomogeneity of the manifold Mˆ to be M . The most general
invariant Lagrangian is
L =
∫
d4θ f(X1, X2, · · · , XM) (3.10)
with an arbitrary function f .
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Using G symmetry, generic VEVs can be transformed into the form of
Vgeneric = 〈Φ〉 =


0(N−M)×M
v1 0
. . .
0 vM

 , (3.11)
with vi (i = 1, · · · ,M) M real positive constants. These vi’s correspond to (VEVs
of) xi’s in Eq. (3.9) through xj =
∑M
j=1(vi)
j . When all vi’s differ, G is spon-
taneously broken down into Hg ≡ SU(N − M) × U(1)
M with i-th U(1) gener-
ated by diag. (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
,−N +M, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−i
) in SU(N) associated with op-
posite phase rotation by U(1)D. Hence the the number of NG bosons is NNG =
dim(G/Hg) = 2MN−M . TheM constants vi in (3.11) are (VEVs of) QNG bosons
parametrizing non-compact directions RM in Mˆ, and hence NQNG = M . Then
NNG + NQNG = 2MN = 2dimC Φ = 2 dimC Mˆ correctly holds. At generic points,
the manifold can be locally written as
Mˆ ≃ RM ×G/Hg
= RM ×
SU(N)× U(M)
SU(N −M)× U(1)M
≃ RM ×
SU(N)× SU(M)
SU(N −M)× U(1)M−1
,(3.12)
and so it is cohomogeneity M . In the last equality, the overall phase rotation is
cancelled.
When some vi’s coincide, unbroken symmetry is enhanced. For instance, when
two of them coincide vi = vj , the unbroken symmetry is H
′ = SU(N − M) ×
U(2) × U(1)M−2. So the number of NG bosons NNG = dim(G/H ′) = 2MN − 3
is less than the generic points. Some NG bosons have changed into QNG bosons
with total number of massless bosons unchanged. This phenomenon was found by
Shore [34] and was named the “SUSY vacuum alignment”. The number of QNG
bosons changes from a point to a point, but the minimum number of QNG bosons
realized at the generic points is bounded below by the number of the G-invariants
composed of fundamental fields as found in [36]. So it determines the cohomogeneity
of the manifold.
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At the most symmetric point v1 = v2 = · · · = vM ≡ v, the VEV becomes
Vsymmetric = v

 0(N−M)×M
1M

 . (3.13)
The unbroken symmetry is H0 ≡ SU(N −M)× SU(M)× U(1) generated by
H =



 SU(N −M) 0(N−M)×M
0M×(N−M) AM×M

 ,−AM×M

⊕ U(1) . (3.14)
with AM×M M by M generators in SU(M). Here U(1) is generated by Q1
def
=
diag. (M, · · · ,M︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M
,−N +M, · · · ,−N +M︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) in the SU(N) generators combined with
the opposite phase rotation by U(1)D with fixing the M ×M unit matrix in the
VEV (3.13). The number of NG bosons is NNG = dim(G/H0) = 2MN −M2.
At this point complex unbroken and broken generators become
Hˆ =



 SU(N −M)C 0(N−M)×M
BM×(N−M) AM×M

 ,−AM×M

⊕ U(1)C ,
GC − Hˆ =



 0N−M P(N−M)×M
0M×(N−M) MM×M

 , 0M

⊕ U(1)CM . (3.15)
Here B represents the matrix of the Borel generators and M and P represent the
matrices of M-type and P-type broken generators, respectively, and U(1) in GC−Hˆ
is generated by Q1 itself which is also M-type. So NP = M(N −M) and NM =M2
hold. The numbers of NG and QNG bosons are NNG = 2NP+NQNG = 2MN −M2
and NQNG = M
2, respectively. Here NNG is the least and NQNG is the most. The
manifold looks like
Mˆ ≃ RM
2
⋉
SU(N)× U(M)
SU(N −M)× U(M)
, (3.16)
where we denoted a fiber bundle over a base B with a fiber F by F ⋉B.
Now let us eliminate unwanted QNG bosons with gauging U(M) by introducing
auxiliary vector superfields V taking a value in U(M). The U(M) gauge transfor-
mation is given by
Φ→ Φ′ = ΦeiΛ , eV → eV
′
= e−iΛeV eiΛ
†
, (3.17)
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with Λ gauge parameters of an M by M matrix chiral superfield. The gauge sym-
metry is enhanced to its complexification U(M)C = GL(M,C). Using SU(N) ×
GL(M,C)local, the VEV can be taken as
Vguage =

 0(N−M)×M
1M

 . (3.18)
Since this VEV takes the form of (3.13) with v = 1, breaking pattern is the same
with (3.15). The most symmetric point is realized at which the number of QNG
bosons is the maximum NQNG = M
2 with coinciding with the dimension of the
U(M) gauge group.
The simplest invariant Lagrangian is
L =
∫
d4θ
[
tr (eVΦ†Φ)− c tr V
]
, (3.19)
with c real positive. 7 The equation of motion for V
eVΦ†Φ− c1M = 0 (3.21)
can be used to eliminate V . Solving this equation as V = − log(Φ†Φ/c) and substi-
tuting this back into the original Lagrangian (3.19), we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ c log det(Φ†Φ) (3.22)
where a constant has disappeared under the superspace integral. This still has the
GL(M,C) gauge symmetry (3.17) for matter fields. We can fix this gauge degree of
freedom as
Φ =

 ϕ
1M

 (3.23)
7The most general invariant Lagrangian is
L =
∫
d4θ f
(
tr (eV Φ†Φ), tr [(eV Φ†Φ)2], · · · , tr [(eV Φ†Φ)M ]− c tr V
)
(3.20)
with an arbitrary function f . However we think that the resulting Lagrangian after eliminating V
coincides with the simplest case although we do not have a proof.
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with ϕ an N −M by M matrix of chiral superfields. Therefore we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ c log det(1M + ϕ
†ϕ) . (3.24)
This is the Ka¨hler potential for the Grassmann manifold GN,M . In terms of Ka¨hler
quotient we can write GN,M ≃ Mˆ/U(M)C.
Note that Φ in (3.23) can be rewritten as Φ = ξVgauge using ξ = exp

 0N−M ϕ
0M×(N−M) 0M

 =

 1N−M ϕ
0M×(N−M) 1M

 in (A.10) and Vgauge in (3.18). Comparing these coset genera-
tors and Eq. (3.15), we conclude that M2 QNG bosons at the most symmetric point
are absorbed, with the same number of NG bosons, by the U(M) gauge fields V
and that a pure realization occurs. The less symmetric does not contribute to the
resultant manifold.
The U(M) gauge symmetry can be replaced with the U(N−M) gauge symmetry
with the same SU(N) global symmetry considering Φ an N by N −M matrix, due
to the duality GN,M ≃ GN,N−M .
4 Auxiliary Field Formulation of SU(N)/[SU(N −
2)× U(1)2]
Generalizing the discussion in CPN , we formulate the rank-two Ka¨hler coset space
SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)2] by the auxiliary field method. In the first subsection,
we construct a non-compact Ka¨hler manifold putting a holomorphic constraint by
an auxiliary chiral superfield without gauging. Then in the second subsection, we
obtain a compact manifold by gauging U(1)2 part of the isometry of the non-compact
manifold introducing auxiliary vector superfields with two FI-parameters.
4.1 Non-compact Ka¨hler Manifold
Let φ1(x, θ, θ¯) and φ2(x, θ, θ¯) being column vectors of chiral superfields, belonging
to the fundamental and the anti-fundamental representations, N and N, of SU(N),
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respectively. They transform under SU(N) as
φ1 → φ
′
1 = gφ1 , φ2 → φ
′
2 = (g
−1)Tφ2 , (4.1)
where g ∈ SU(N) is a matrix element of the fundamental representation.8 We put
the constraint invariant under SU(N),9
φ1 · φ2 = 0 . (4.2)
There exists additional U(1)2 symmetry,
φi → φ
′
i = e
iαiφi (4.3)
with αi (i = 1, 2) being real parameters. So the total global symmetry is G ≡
SU(N) × U(1)2. There exist two G-invariants |φ1|2 and |φ2|2 so the manifold is
cohomogeneity two. The most general invariant Lagrangian is given by
L =
∫
d4θ f(φ1
†φ1, φ2
†φ2) +
(∫
d2θλφ1 · φ2 + c.c.
)
, (4.4)
with f an arbitrary function. Here λ(x, θ, θ¯) is an auxiliary chiral superfield be-
longing to the singlet of SU(N), whose U(1)2 transformation is given by λ → λ′ =
e−i(α1+α2)λ.
Using the G symmetry, the VEVs can be taken as
v1 = 〈φ1〉 = (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
, v)T , v2 = 〈φ2〉 = (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, u, 0)T , (4.5)
with v and u real positive. By these VEVs, G = SU(N) × U(1)2 is spontaneously
broken down to H = SU(N − 2)× U(1)2. Its generators are given by
H =


0 0
SU(N − 2)
...
...
0 0
0 · · · 0 0 0
0 · · · 0 0 0


⊕ U(1)⊕ U(1) , (4.6)
8(g−1)T is not equivalent to g∗ when we consider complex extension of the group for the sym-
metry of the superpotential. We should define the transformation law of the anti-fundamental
representation by the former.
9The constraint φ1 · φ2 = a2, with a being a real constant, was discussed in [36]. In this case,
one of U(1) symmetries (4.3) is explicitly broken.
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with two U(1)’s given by generators
Q1 ≡ diag. (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 2−N, 0), Q2 ≡ diag. (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 0, 2−N), (4.7)
in SU(N) accompanied with the φ2- and φ1-phase rotations (4.3) with opposite
angles, with fixing v2 and v1, respectively. The number of NG bosons is NNG =
dim(G/H) = 4N − 4.
To discuss QNG bosons, we consider the action of the complexification of G.
The complex unbroken and broken generators are
Hˆ =


B 0
SU(N − 2)C
...
...
B 0
0 · · · 0 0 0
B · · · B B 0


⊕ U(1)C ⊕ U(1)C ,
GC − Hˆ =


0 P
0N−2
...
...
0 P
P · · · P 0 P
0 · · · 0 0 0


⊕ U(1)CM ⊕ U(1)
C
M , (4.8)
where B denote generators in a Borel subalgebra, P denote non-Hermitian broken
generators P-type chiral superfields and two U(1)CM’s are given by Q1 and Q2 defined
in Eq. (4.7), both of which generate M-type chiral superfields. The numbers of the
P- and the M-type superfields are NP = 2N−3 and NM = 2, respectively. Therefore,
there appear NNG = 4N−4 NG bosons, whose number coincides with the dimension
of G/H , and NQNG = 2 QNG bosons. The number of the QNG bosons coincides
with the number of the G invariants, |φ1|
2 and |φ2|
2, as discussed in [36]. The
manifold can be locally written as
Mˆ ≃ R2 ×
SU(N)× U(1)2
SU(N − 2)× U(1)2
≃ R2 ×
SU(N)
SU(N − 2)
(4.9)
which is cohomogeneity two.
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4.2 Gauging: SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)2]
To eliminate unwanted QNG bosons and to obtain a compact Ka¨hler manifold, we
promote U(1)2 symmetry (4.3) to a gauge symmetry introducing auxiliary vector
superfields Vi(x, θ, θ¯) (i = 1, 2). The gauge symmetry U(1)1 × U(1)2 is defined by
φi → φ
′
i = e
iΛiφi , e
Vi → eV
′
i = eVie−iΛi+iΛi
†
, λ→ λ′ = λe−iΛ1−iΛ2 , (4.10)
with Λi(x, θ, θ¯) being a chiral superfield as a gauge parameter of U(1)i. We thus ob-
tain the invariant Lagrangian for the auxiliary field formulation of SU(N)/[SU(N−
2)× U(1)2] as
L =
∫
d4θ(eV1φ1
†φ1 + e
V2φ2
†φ2 − c1V1 − c2V2) +
(∫
d2θλφ1 · φ2 + c.c.
)
. (4.11)
To confirm if this really gives a compact Ka¨hler coset space, we now eliminate
auxiliary superfields λ, V1 and V2 by their equations of motion. The integration over
λ gives the holomorphic constraint
φ1 · φ2 = −χ · φ+ σν + ρµ = 0 , (4.12)
in which we have used the notation
φ1 =


φ
σ
µ

 , φ2 =


−χ
ν
ρ

 , (4.13)
with φ and χ N−2 vectors and the rests singlets. Introducing a new chiral superfield
κ(x, θ, θ¯), we rewrite this constraint as
2σν − χ · φ = 2κ , 2ρµ− χ · φ = −2κ . (4.14)
If we eliminate κ from these equations, we get the constraint (4.12) again. Instead,
we solve ρ and σ by other fields:
σ =
1
ν
(
κ +
χ · φ
2
)
, ρ = −
1
µ
(
κ−
χ · φ
2
)
. (4.15)
The integration over Vi gives e
Viφi
†φi − ci = 0, which can be solved as
Vi = log(φi
†φi/ci) . (4.16)
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Substituting these solutions and (4.15) back into the Lagrangian (4.11), we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ
2∑
i=1
ci log(φi
†φi)
=
∫
d4θ
[
c1 log
(
|µ|2 + |φ|2 +
∣∣∣∣1ν
(
κ+
χ · φ
2
)∣∣∣∣2
)
+c2 log
(
|ν|2 + |χ|2 +
∣∣∣∣ 1µ
(
κ−
χ · φ
2
)∣∣∣∣2
)]
, (4.17)
where additional constant has disappeared under the integration over the super-
space. Since this still has gauge invariance (4.10) of U(1)2 for matter fields, we can
take a gauge of µ = ν = 1:
L =
∫
d4θ
[
c1 log
(
1 + |φ|2 +
∣∣∣∣κ+ χ · φ2
∣∣∣∣2
)
+ c2 log
(
1 + |χ|2 +
∣∣∣∣κ− χ · φ2
∣∣∣∣2
)]
.(4.18)
This is the Ka¨hler potential of SU(N)/[SU(N −2)×U(1)2] with a suitable complex
structure [31] (see Eq. (A.18) in Appendix A).
To see the relation with the non-compact case, we note the coset representative
is given by
ξ = eϕ·Z =


1N−2 0 φ
χT 1 κ+ 1
2
χ · φ
0 0 1

 with ϕ · Z =


0N−2 0 φ
χT 0 κ
0 0 0

 (4.19)
where Z represent complex broken generators, and ϕ = {φ, χ, κ}. Using this rep-
resentative, the superfields, after solving the constraint and fixing a gauge, can be
written as
φ1 = ξv1 , φ2 = (ξ
−1)Tv2 , (4.20)
where vi are VEVs given in (4.5) with u = v = 1. By comparing the generators (4.8)
and (4.19), it is now obvious that two M-type superfields are eliminated by gauging
of U(1)2. From the structure of generators (4.19), we find that this manifold has
one of two complex structures, called ΩII, for SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)2] [25].
If we forget the superpotential term in the Lagrangian (4.11), it becomes the
auxiliary field formulation for CPN−1 ×CPN−1. Therefore SU(N)/[SU(N − 2) ×
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U(1)2] is embedded into CPN−1 ×CPN−1 by a holomorphic constraint φ1 · φ2 = 0
so that it is algebraic.
5 Auxiliary Field Formulation of SU(N)/[SU(N −
M − L)× SU(M)× SU(L)× U(1)2]
In this section we show the results of the last section can be generalized to the
auxiliary field formulation for SU(N)/[SU(N −M −L)×SU(M)×SU(L)×U(1)2 ]
by promoting gauge groups to non-Abelian groups.
5.1 Non-compact Ka¨hler Manifold
Let φA(x, θ, θ¯) (A = 1, · · · ,M) and ψα(x, θ, θ¯) (α = 1, · · · , L) be chiral superfields
belonging to the fundamental and the anti-fundamental representations of SU(N),
respectively (N ≥ L +M). The transformation law under SU(N) is the same as
(4.1). We define matrix chiral superfields Φ ≡ (φ1, · · · , φM) and Ψ ≡ (ψ1, · · · , ψL).
Additional global symmetries of U(M) and U(L) act from the right of Φ and Ψ,
respectively, as
Φ→ Φ′ = Φg1 , g1 ∈ U(M) ,
Ψ→ Ψ′ = Ψg2 , g2 ∈ U(L) . (5.1)
The total global symmetry is G = SU(N)× U(M)× U(L).
We impose LM holomorphic, GC invariant constraints on these fields:
ψα · φA = 0 , or Ψ
TΦ = 0L×M . (5.2)
There exist M + L G-invariants
X1 ≡ tr (Φ
†Φ) , X2 ≡ tr [(Φ
†Φ)2] , · · · , XM ≡ tr [(Φ
†Φ)M ] ,
Y1 ≡ tr (Ψ
†Ψ) , Y2 ≡ tr [(Ψ
†Ψ)2] , · · · , YL ≡ tr [(Ψ
†Ψ)L] , (5.3)
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so that this manifold is cohomogeneity M + L.10 The most general invariant La-
grangian is
L =
∫
d4θf(X1, . . .XM , Y1, · · · , YL) +
[∫
d2θ tr (λΨTΦ) + c.c.
]
, (5.4)
with λ an M × L matrix of auxiliary chiral superfields λAα(x, θ, θ¯) of Lagrange
multipliers for the constraints (5.2).
Using G = SU(N)× U(M) × U(L), the generic VEVs can be transformed into
V1 = 〈Φ〉 =


0(N−M)×M
v1 0
. . .
0 vM

 ,
V T2 = 〈Ψ〉
T =

 0L×(N−M−L)
u1 0
. . .
0 uL
0L×M

 . (5.5)
with vi (i = 1, · · · ,M) and ua (a = 1, · · · , L) M + L real positive constants. These
VEVs are related with VEVs of the invariants Xi and Ya through Xi =
∑M
j=1(vj)
i
and Ya =
∑L
b=1(ub)
a. G is spontaneously broken down to Hg = SU(N − M −
L) × U(1)M+L and NNG = dim(G/Hg) = 2(NM + LN − LM) − M − L. The
number of the QNG bosons is NQNG = M + L. So equations NNG + NQNG =
2(NM +LN −LM) = 2(dimCΦ+dimCΨ−LM) = 2 dimC Mˆ correctly holds. At
generic points, the manifold can be locally written as
Mˆ ≃ RM+L ×G/Hg = R
M+L ×
SU(N)× U(M)× U(L)
SU(N −M − L)× U(1)M+L
≃ RM+L ×
SU(N)× SU(M)× SU(L)
SU(N −M − L)× U(1)M+L−2
, (5.6)
so that it is cohomogeneity M + L.
At the most symmetric points, the VEVs become
V1 = 〈Φ〉 = v

 0(N−M)×M
1M

 , V T2 = 〈Ψ〉T = u (0L×(N−M−L), 1L, 0L×M) . (5.7)
10The invariants made by traces of products M ≡ ΦΦ† and N ≡ ΨΨ† are probably not indepen-
dent of these invariants although we do not have a proof. It is plausible considering the relation
with VEVs as below.
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The unbroken subgroup is H0 = SU(N −M −L)×SU(M)×SU(L)×U(1)2 whose
generators are given by
H =




SU(N −M − L) 0(N−M−L)×L 0(N−M−L)×M
0L×(N−M−L) XL×L 0L×M
0M×(N−M−L) 0M×L YM×M

 ,−XL×L,−YM×M


⊕U(1)⊕ U(1), (5.8)
with X and Y generators of SU(L) and SU (M), respectively. Here the two U(1)’s
are given by
Q1 ≡ diag. (L, · · · , L︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
,−N +M + L, · · · ,−N +M + L︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
),
Q2 ≡ diag. (M, · · · ,M︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
,−N +M + L, · · · ,−N +M + L︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) (5.9)
in SU(N) combined with phase rotations with opposite angles by U(1)1 and U(1)2,
respectively.
Complex unbroken and broken generators become like
Hˆ =




SU(N −M − L)C B(N−M−L)×L 0(N−M−L)×M
0L×(N−M−L) XL×L 0L×M
BM×(N−M−L) BM×L YM×M ,

 ,−XL×L,−YM×M


⊕U(1)C ⊕ U(1)C ,
GC − Hˆ =




0N−M−L 0(N−M−L)×L P(N−M−L)×M
PL×(N−M−L) ML×L PL×M
0M×(N−M−L) 0M×L MM×M

 , 0L×L, 0M×M


⊕U(1)CM ⊕ U(1)
C
M , (5.10)
respectively, where each subscript denotes the size of each block, and two U(1)’s in
GC − Hˆ are generated by Q1 or Q2 in Eq. (5.9), both of which are M-types. The
numbers of the M- and P-type superfields are NM = L
2 +M2 and NP = M(N −
M)+L(N−M−L), respectively. There appear NNG = 2(NM+NL−L)−M2−L2
NG bosons and NQNG = (L
2 +M2) QNG bosons. The manifold looks like
Mˆ ≃ RM
2+L2
⋉
SU(N)× U(M)× U(L)
SU(N −M − L)× U(M)× U(L)
. (5.11)
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5.2 Gauging: SU(N)/[SU(N−M−L)×SU(M)×SU(L)×U(1)2]
To absorb M-type superfields, we promote the global symmetries of (5.1) to gauge
symmetries, by introducing auxiliary vector superfields V1 and V2 of U(M) and U(L)
gauge fields, respectively. These U(M) × U(L) gauge symmetries are defined by
Φ→ Φ′ = ΦeiΛ1 , Ψ→ Ψ′ = ΨeiΛ2 ,
eV1 → eV
′
1 = e−iΛ1eV1eiΛ
†
1 , eV2 → eV
′
2 = e−iΛ2eV2eiΛ
†
2 ,
λ→ λ′ = e−iΛ1λe−iΛ
T
2 , (5.12)
where Λ1(x, θ, θ¯) and Λ2(x, θ, θ¯) are chiral superfields of gauge parameters, taking
values in U(M) and U(L), respectively. Then the Lagrangian can be written as
L =
∫
d4θ
[
tr (Φ†ΦeV1) + tr (Ψ†ΨeV2)− c1trV1 − c2trV2
]
+
[∫
d2θtr (λΨTΦ) + c.c.
]
. (5.13)
We decompose the matrix chiral superfields into submatrices, like
Φ =


ϕIA
σαA
µAB

 , Ψ =


−χIα
ναβ
ρAα

 , (5.14)
where a new index I, which runs from 1 to N −M − L, has been introduced. In
terms of these decompositions, the integration over λαA yields the LM holomorphic
constraints
ψα · φA = −χ
T
αIϕIA + ν
T
αβσβA + ρ
T
αBµBA = 0 , (5.15)
in which the summation over repeated indices is implied. Introducing a new L×M
matrix chiral superfield, καA(x, θ, θ¯), these constraints can be rewritten as
2νTαβσβA − χ
T
αIϕIA = 2καA ,
2ρTαBµBA − χ
T
αIϕIA = −2καA . (5.16)
Elimination of κ from these equations gives the original constraints (5.15). Instead,
we express σ and ρ by other fields in the region such that detµ 6= 0 and det ν 6= 0
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hold:
σ = ν−1T
(
κ +
1
2
χTϕ
)
, ρ = −µ−1T
(
κ−
1
2
ϕTχ
)
, (5.17)
where we have used the matrix notation.
The equations of motion for V1 and V2 read e
V1Φ†Φ − c11M = 0 and eV2Ψ†Ψ −
c21L = 0, respectively. These equations can be solved, to give
V1 = − log det
(
Φ†Φ
c1
)
, V2 = − log det
(
Ψ†Ψ
c2
)
. (5.18)
Substituting these solutions back into the Lagrangian (5.13), we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ
[
c1 log det Φ
†Φ+ c2 log detΨ
†Ψ
]
=
∫
d4θ
[
c1 log det(ϕ
†ϕ+ σ†σ + µ†µ) + c2 log det(χ
†χ+ ν†ν + ρ†ρ)
]
.(5.19)
By substituting (5.17) into this Lagrangian and taking a gauge fixing of µ = 1M
and ν = 1L, we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ
[
c1 log det
{
1M + ϕ
†ϕ+
(
κ† +
1
2
ϕ†χ∗
)(
κ+
1
2
χTϕ
)}
+c2 log det
{
1L + χ
†χ+
(
κ† −
1
2
χ†ϕ∗
)(
κ−
1
2
ϕTχ
)}]
.(5.20)
We thus have obtained the Ka¨hler potential of SU(N)/[SU(N −M −L)×U(M)×
U(L)] with a suitable complex structure through a Ka¨hler quotient: M≃ Mˆ/[U(M)C×
U(L)C]
Since the Lagrangian (5.13) becomes the auxiliary field formulation for GN,M ×
GN,L throwing away its superpotential, we find that SU(N)/[SU(N −M − L) ×
U(M)×U(L)] is embedded into GN,M×GN,L by holomorphic constraints by ΨTΦ =
0L×M .
An interesting thing is that there exists the triality between theories with the
same U(N) flavor symmetry and following three different gauge groups: U(M) ×
U(L), U(N −M − L)× U(L) and U(M) × U(N −M − L).
6 Summary and Discussions
We have given the auxiliary field formulation for D = 2, 3, N = 2 SUSY NLσMs on
the rank two Ka¨hler coset spaces SU(N)/[SU(N−2)×U(1)2] and SU(N)/[SU(N−
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M −L)×SU(M)×SU(L)×U(1)2 ] as U(1)2 and U(M)×U(L) gauge theories with
the Lagrangians (4.11) and (5.13), respectively. In addition to auxiliary vector
superfields V1 and V2 for these gauge groups, we have also needed auxiliary chiral
superfields λ to give holomorphic constraints among two irreducible representations.
For both cases the Lagrangian includes two FI parameters c1 and c2 which represent
two free parameters (decay constants) of the resultant Ka¨hler coset spaces. Non-
perturbative analyses using the large-N method for these new models in D = 2, 3
dimensions have become possible, which remains as a future work.
Let us discuss possibility to construct more general models by the auxiliary field
method. First of all the Ka¨hler coset spaces discussed in this paper have particular
complex structure ΩII (see Appendix A). However, in general, the same rank-two
coset space allows two inequivalent complex structures ΩI and ΩII as discussed in
Appendix A. So the question is whether it is possible to construct a model with
another complex structure ΩI or not. In the case of SU(N)/[SU(N − 2) × U(1)2]
with ΩI, it is natural to prepare the two sets of fields φ1 and φ2 both belonging to
the fundamental representation N of SU(N), instead of N and N for ΩII. Actually,
the authors in Ref. [40] constructed a bosonic NLσM on SU(N)/[SU(N−2)×U(1)2]
with the complex structure ΩI by the auxiliary field method. They introduced an
U(2) gauge symmetry explicitly broken by two constraints φ1
†φ1 = c1 and φ2
†φ2 = c2
with c1 6= c2. These constraints can be embedded into bosonic parts of the SUSY
U(1)2 gauge theory with two FI-parameters c1 and c2 in the Wess-Zumino gauge.
They moreover imposed an additional constraint φ1
†φ2 = 0 instead of φ1 ·φ2 = 0 for
ΩI. It is, however, difficult to embed this constraint to a SUSY theory.
Second, let us discuss rank-two coset spaces G/H with other groups G. For rank-
one case it was possible to reduce G = SU(N) to other groups G′ ⊂ G imposing
G′-invariant F-term (holomorphic) constraints by auxiliary chiral superfields which
give an embedding for the whole coset G′/H ′ ⊂ G/H , as in the Lagrangian (1.5) for
QN−2 = SO(N)/[SO(N − 2) × U(1)] ⊂ CPN−1. In principle, it should work also
for rank-two cases but naive attempts failed. This remains for a future work.
Third, we would like to discuss higher-rank coset spaces. The Lerche-Shore
theorem [29, 30] implies that any Ka¨hler G/H needs a gauge group to be formulated
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by linear fields. It is natural for a gauge group to include the U(1)r factor with r
FI-parameters for a rank-r coset space. Moreover we should introduce at least r
irreducible representations of G and put suitable F-term constraints among them
which are needed to fix all GC-invariants composed of them. However the similar
problem for SU(N)/[SU(N−2)×U(1)2] with ΩI occurs and we are unable to achieve
this in the present time.
Perturbatively, dynamics of D = 2, N = 2 SUSY NLσMs have very different
features according to their first Chern classes c1(M) on the target manifold M .
Calabi-Yau manifolds M have vanishing first Chern classes c1(M) = 0. D = 2,N =
2 SUSY NLσMs on these manifolds are conjectured to be finite to all orders and are
considered as models of superstring theory [41]. On the other hand, all Ka¨hler coset
spaces have positive first Chern classes: c1(G/H) > 0. For all NLσMs on M with
c1(M) > 0, it is conjectured that these models are asymptotically free and have the
mass gap like D = 4 QCD.
Non-perturbative analyses for these features were discussed extensively using
the mirror symmetry [42]. Exact beta functions for D = 2 NLσMs on Hermitian
symmetric spaces were derived using the instanton method [43]. D = 2, 3, N =
2 SUSY NLσMs were also discussed using the Wilsonian renormalization group
(WRG) [44], in which they used the so-called Ka¨hler normal coordinates [45] to
derive the WRG equation. In particular, D = 2, 3, N = 2 SUSY NLσMs on the
Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds including Ka¨hler coset spaces were discussed.
Combined with these several methods, we expect that the large-N method plays
an important role to reveal non-perturbative aspects of SUSY NLσMs and their
similarity with D = 4, 5 QCD.
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A Pure realizations for G = SU(N) cases
We work out theories with the global symmetry SU(N). For details see the original
Refs. [21, 24] or the reviews [26, 22]. Pure realizations with G = SU(N) occur if and
only if H is the form of H =
∏r+1
i=1 SU(ni) × U(1)
r with
∑r+1
i=1 ni = N and r(≥ 1)
called the rank of this Ka¨hler coset space G/H :
H =


SU(n1)
SU(n2)
. . .
SU(nr+1)

⊕ U(1)⊕ · · · ⊕ U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸r . (A.1)
All off-diagonal blocks are zero matrices and r U(1) generators Qα (α = 1, · · · , r)
are given by
Qα = diag. (nα+1, · · · , nα+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸∑α
β=2 nβ
,−n1, · · · ,−n1︸ ︷︷ ︸
nα+1
0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸∑r+1
β=α+2
nβ
). (A.2)
A complex structure on G/H is defined as follows. Taking linear combination of
U(1) generators Qα in H, we define the Y -charge by
Y =
r∑
α=1
cαQα (A.3)
with cα ∈ R. Complex linear combination
∑
I CIXI (CI ∈ C) of the real coset gen-
eratorsXI ∈ G−H can be divided into Bi ∈ Hˆ and Zi ∈ GC−Hˆ according to positive
and negative Y -charges, respectively: [Y,Bi] ∼ +Bi and [Y, Zi] ∼ −Zi. Note that
the generators in H carry zero Y -charges and therefore all generators in Hˆ carry
non-negative Y -charges. Thus, rank one coset spaces have one complex structure.
Rank (more than) two coset spaces have (more than) two inequivalent complex struc-
tures. The complex coset representative can be defined by ξ = exp(ϕ · Z) ∈ GC/Hˆ
with ϕi NG chiral multiplets whose scalar components are both genuine NG bosons.
There exists homomorphism GC/Hˆ ≃ G/H for pure realizations because there are
no QNG bosons.
Once a complex structure is provided we can construct a G-invariant Ka¨hler
potential on G/H . There exist r projection operators ηα (α = 1, · · · , r) satisfying
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the conditions
ηHˆη = Hˆη, η2 = η, η† = η (A.4)
in the space of the fundamental representation N of G. We can take these η ac-
cording to the Y -charges of the fundamental representation space as follows: first
decompose the fundamental representation of G into H-irreducible sectors. Second
take the α-th projection ηα to project out the first α sectors with lower Y -charges
from the lowest Y -charge sector. Using these projections, the Ka¨hler potential on
G/H is given by
K =
r∑
α=1
cα log det ηξ
†ξ , (A.5)
with ξ ∈ GC/Hˆ in the fundamental representation and detη denoting the determi-
nant in the subspace projected by η. Here cα can be shown to coincide with the
coefficients in the Y -charge (A.3) [24].
We give the following four examples discussed in this paper: 1) CPN−1 =
SU(N)/[SU(N − 1)×U(1)], 2) GN,M = SU(N)/[SU(N −M)×SU(M)×U(1)], 3)
SU(N)/[SU(N −2)×U(1)2] and 4) SU(N)/[SU(N −M −L)×SU(M)×SU(L)×
U(1)2].
1) CPN−1 = SU(N)/[SU(N − 1)× U(1)]
This is the simplest example called the projective space. If we define the Y -charge
by Y ≡ −Q1 with Q1 ≡ diag. (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
,−N+1) ∈ H, complex unbroken and broken
generators, carrying positive and negative (or zero) Y -charges, are found to be
Hˆ =


0
SU(N − 1)C
...
0
B · · · B 0

⊕ U(1)
C , GC − Hˆ =


P
0N−1
...
P
0 · · · 0 0

 , (A.6)
respectively, with U(1)C generated by Q1. Then the complex coset representative is
given by
ϕ · Z =

 0N−1 ϕ
0 0

 , ξ =

 1N−1 ϕ
0 1

 (A.7)
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with ϕ an (N−1)-vector of SU(N−1). The projection operator is η = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
, 1)
and the Ka¨hler potential is
K = c log det ηξ
†ξ = c log(1 + |ϕ|2) . (A.8)
2) GN,M = SU(N)/[SU(N −M)× SU(M) × U(1)].
This is called the (complex) Grassmann manifold. We take the Y -charge as Y ≡ −Q1
with Q1 = diag. (M, · · · ,M︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M
,M −N, · · · ,M −N︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) ∈ H. Then complex unbroken
and broken generators are given by
Hˆ =

 SU(N −M)C 0(N−M)×M
BM×(N−M) SU(M)
C

⊕ U(1)C ,
GC − Hˆ =

 0N−M P(N−M)×M
0M×(N−M) 0M

 , (A.9)
respectively, with U(1)C generated by Q1. The complex coset representative is
obtained as
ϕ · Z =

 0N−M ϕ
0M×(N−M) 0M

 , ξ =

 1N−M ϕ
0M×(N−M) 1M

 (A.10)
with ϕ anN−M byM matrix. The projection operator is η = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M
, 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
)
and the Ka¨hler potential is
K = c log det ηξ
†ξ = c log detM×M(1M + ϕ
†ϕ) . (A.11)
3) SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)2].
This coset space allows two inequivalent complex structures [25, 31]. The U(1)
generators in H are
Q1 ≡ diag.(1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
,−N + 2, 0) , Q2 ≡ diag.(1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 0,−N + 2) . (A.12)
Two complex structures ΩI and ΩII denoted in [25] are represented for instance by
YI ≡ −Q2 and YII ≡ Q1 − Q2, respectively. According to these Y -charges, complex
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unbroken and broken generators are given by
HˆI =


0 0
SU(N − 2)C
...
...
0 0
B · · · B 0 0
B · · · B B 0


⊕ 2U(1)C, (GC − Hˆ)I =


P P
0N−2
...
...
P P
0 · · · 0 0 P
0 · · · 0 0 0


for ΩI and
HˆII =


B 0
SU(N − 2)C
...
...
B 0
0 · · · 0 0 0
B · · · B B 0


⊕ 2U(1)C, (GC − Hˆ)II =


0 P
0N−2
...
...
0 P
P · · · P 0 P
0 · · · 0 0 0


for ΩII. For both cases two U(1) generators are given by Eq. (A.12). The coset
representative for ΩI is calculated as
(ϕ · Z)I =


0N−2 χ φ
0 0 κ
0 0 0

 , ξI =


1N−2 χ φ+
1
2
κχ
0 1 κ
0 0 1

 , (A.13)
with χ and φ belonging to N− 2 of SU(N − 2). The coset representative for ΩII is
(ϕ · Z)II =


0N−2 0 φ
χT 0 κ
0 0 0

 , ξII =


1N−2 0 φ
χT 1 κ+ 1
2
χ · φ
0 0 1

 . (A.14)
with φ (χ) belonging to N− 2 (N− 2). The projection operators are given by
(η1)I = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 0, 1) , (η2)I = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 1, 1) , (A.15)
(η1)II = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 0, 1) , (η2)II = diag. (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
, 0, 1) , (A.16)
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and the Ka¨hler potentials can be calculated as [31]
KI = c1 log
(
1 + |κ|2 +
∣∣∣∣φ+ 12κχ
∣∣∣∣2
)
+c2 log
(
1 + |χ|2 +
∣∣∣∣φ− 12κχ
∣∣∣∣2 + |χ|2|φ|2 − |χ†φ|2
)
, (A.17)
KII = c1 log
(
1 + |φ|2 +
∣∣∣∣κ + 12χ · φ
∣∣∣∣2
)
+ c2 log
(
1 + |χ|2 +
∣∣∣∣κ− 12χ · φ
∣∣∣∣2
)
,
for ΩI and ΩII, respectively. The one formulated by the auxiliary field method is the
second one.
4) SU(N)/[SU(N −M − L)× SU(M)× SU(L)× U(1)2]
Two U(1) generators in H are given by 11
Q1 ≡ diag. (L, · · · , L︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
,−N +M + L, · · · ,−N +M + L︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) ,
Q2 ≡ diag. (M, · · · ,M︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
,−N +M + L, · · · ,−N +M + L︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) .(A.18)
As the same with the last example, the Y -charge can be taken for instance as
YI ≡ −Q2 or YII ≡ MQ1 − LQ2 for the complex structure ΩI or ΩII, respectively.
Complex unbroken and broken generators are given by
HˆI =


SU(N −M − L)C 0(N−M−L)×L 0(N−M−L)×M
BL×(N−M−L) SU (L)
C 0L×M
BM×(N−M−L) BM×L SU(M)C

⊕ 2U(1)C ,
(GC − Hˆ)I =


0N−M−L P(N−M−L)×L P(N−M−L)×M
0L×(N−M−L) 0L PL×M
0M×(N−M−L) 0M×L 0M

 , (A.19)
11We have chosen these charges in a different way from those in Refs. [22, 48].
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for ΩI and
HˆII =


SU(N −M − L)C B(N−M−L)×L 0(N−M−L)×M
0L×(N−M−L) SU(L)C 0L×M
BM×(N−M−L) BM×L SU(M)C

⊕ 2U(1)C ,
(GC − Hˆ)II =


0N−M−L 0(N−M−L)×L P(N−M−L)×M
PL×(N−M−L) 0L PL×M
0M×(N−M−L) 0M×L 0M

 (A.20)
for ΩII. The complex coset representatives can be calculated as
(ϕ · Z)I =


0N−M−L χ ϕ
0 0L κ
0 0 0M

 , ξI =


1N−M−L χ ϕ+
1
2
χκ
0 1L κ
0 0 1M

 , (A.21)
(ϕ · Z)II =


0N−M−L 0 ϕ
χT 0L κ
0 0 0M

 , ξII =


1N−M−L 0 ϕ
χT 1L κ +
1
2
χTϕ
0 0 1M

(A.22)
for ΩI and ΩII, respectively. The projection operators are given by
(η1)I = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
, 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) ,
(η2)I = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
, 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
, , 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) (A.23)
for ΩI and
(η1)II = diag. (0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
, , 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) ,
(η2)II = diag. (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M−L
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
, , 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) (A.24)
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for ΩII. Using these projection operators, the Ka¨hler potentials are calculated as
KI = c1 log det
[
1M + κ
†κ+
(
ϕ† +
1
2
κ†χ†
)(
ϕ+
1
2
χκ
)]
+c2 log det

 1L + χ†χ κ+ χ†(ϕ+ 12χκ)
κ† + (ϕ† + 1
2
κ†χ†)χ 1M + κ
†κ +
(
ϕ† + 1
2
κ†χ†
) (
ϕ+ 1
2
χκ
)

 ,
KII = c1 log det
[
1M + ϕ
†ϕ+
(
κ+
1
2
ϕ†χ∗
)(
κ+
1
2
χTϕ
)]
(A.25)
+c2 log det

 1N−M−L + χ∗χT ϕ+ χ∗(κ+ 12χTϕ)
ϕ† + (κ† + 1
2
ϕ†χ∗)χT 1M + ϕ
†ϕ+
(
κ† + 1
2
ϕ†χ∗
) (
κ+ 1
2
χTϕ
)

 ,
for ΩI and ΩII, respectively.
The second one should coincide with the Ka¨hler potential (5.20) up to a holo-
morphic coordinate transformation and a Ka¨hler transformation, but we are unable
to show their equivalence.
B Some geometric structures
In this appendix, we discuss more geometric structures of the manifolds presented in
this paper; their bundle structures and their relation with hyper-Ka¨hler manifolds
and the Calabi-Yau manifolds of cohomogeneity one [46]–[49].
First we discuss the bundle structures using gauging/ungauging technique [47].
If we gauge a part of isometry I ⊂ G on Mˆ introducing vector superfields V and
then integrate V out, we obtain a Ka¨hler quotient manifold M = Mˆ/IC. On the
other hand, if we “ungauge” I by freezing V in a Ka¨hler quotient formulation of
M, we obtain Mˆ. In the case of I = U(1) [I = U(M)], Mˆ can be regarded as
a complex line (CM -) bundle over M. By applying this technique to Hermitian
symmetric spaces (HSS) formulated as gauge theories [16], canonical complex line
bundles over HSS are constructed in [47].
We now discuss relations between manifolds in this paper with other manifolds.
First let us consider SU(N)/[SU(N − 2) × U(1)2]. If we put V ≡ V1 = −V2 (or
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freezing V1 + V2) in the Lagrangian (4.11) we get
L =
∫
d4θ(eV φ1
†φ1 + e
−V φ2
†φ2 − cV ) +
(∫
d2θλφ1 · φ2 + c.c.
)
, (B.1)
with c ≡ c2 − c1. SUSY is enhanced to D = 2, N = 4 (D = 4, N = 2) SUSY. For
this SUSY, target space must be hyper-Ka¨hler (HK) [50]. Actually, Eq. (B.1) is the
HK quotient construction [51, 52] for the HK Calabi metric [53] on the cotangent
bundle over CPN−1, T ∗CPN−1 [54, 55]. Therefore SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)2] is
a U(1) Ka¨hler quotient of T ∗CPN−1, and the latter is a complex line bundle over
the former. T ∗CPN−1 is the only one HK manifold of cohomogeneity one [56]. In
our method, the cohomogeneity of T ∗CPN−1 is easily found to be one, because we
construct it from a compact manifold by freezing one gauge degree of freedom.
Next let us consider non-Abelian case of M = L: SU(N)/[SU(N − 2M) ×
SU(M)2 × U(1)2]. If we put V ≡ V1 = −V T2 in the Lagrangian (5.13) with M = L,
we get
L =
∫
d4θ
[
tr (Φ†ΦeV ) + tr (ΨTΨ∗e−V )− c trV
]
+
[∫
d2θ tr (λΨTΦ) + c.c.
]
,(B.2)
with c ≡ c2 − c1. As the same as the above discussions, this is the HK quotient
construction for the Lindstro¨m-Rocˇek metric on T ∗GN,M [51, 57]. (Putting Ψ = 0
in the Lagrangian (B.2) we obtain the Lagrangian (1.4) for GN,M , and therefore we
find this bundle structure.) Thus SU(N)/[SU(N−2M)×U(M)2] is a U(M) Ka¨hler
quotient of T ∗GN,M , and the latter is a C
M -bundle over the former.
Before closing this appendix, we discuss possibility to construct a new Calabi-
Yau (CY) metric of cohomogeneity one [46]–[49]. If we freeze out V1 + V2 in
SU(N)/[SU(N − 2) × U(1)2] starting from the most general Lagrangian, we ob-
tain
L =
∫
d4θ[eV φ1
†φ1 + f(e
−V φ2
†φ2)− cV ] +
(∫
d2θλφ1 · φ2 + c.c.
)
, (B.3)
with f an arbitrary function.12 This is a deformation of HK metric (B.1) pre-
serving only the Ka¨hler structure. If we freeze out aV1 + bV2 (with a, b ∈ R) in
12We can take this Ka¨hler potential as the most general one instead of f(eV φ1
†φ1, e
−V φ2
†φ2)
because it can be shown that one variable can be linearized when V is integrated [17].
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SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)2], we get
L =
∫
d4θ[eV φ1
†φ1 + f(e
qV φ2
†φ2)− cV ] +
(∫
d2θλφ1 · φ2 + c.c.
)
, (B.4)
with q ≡ −a/b being the relative charge of the remained U(1) gauge for φ1 and φ2,
and c ≡ c1 + qc2. This is the Lagrangian suggested in [49] [(A.2) in Appendix] as a
generalization of the construction of a CY metric using matter coupling in the CPN
model. Integrating V and λ we obtain
L =
∫
d4θ
[
logφ1
†φ1 + h((φ1
†φ1)
−qφ2
†φ2)
]
(B.5)
with the constraint φ1 · φ2 = 0 and some function h related with f . In the case
of q = 0, the CY metric was obtained in [49] solving the Ricci-flat condition for h.
The case of q = −1 corresponds to the HK Calabi metric. If we solve it for general
q, we will be able to obtain the most general CY metric on the line bundle over
SU(N)/[SU(N − 2) × U(1)2], if it exists, which is cohomogeneity one and can be
locally written as
R× SU(N)/[SU(N − 2)× U(1)] , (B.6)
where freedom to embed U(1) ⊂ H into SU(N) corresponds to q. The holonomy
structure for the case of N = 3, R × SU(3)/U(1), was discussed in detail in [58]
including Spin(7) holonomy.
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Type G/H complex coordinates ϕ dimC(G/H)
AIII1 CP
N−1 = SU(N)
SU(N−1)×U(1)
(N − 1)-vector N − 1
AIII2 GN,M =
U(N)
U(N−M)×U(M)
[M × (N −M)]-matrix M(N −M)
BDI QN−2 = SO(N)
SO(N−2)×U(1)
(N − 2)-vector N − 2
CI Sp(N)
U(N)
symmetric (N ×N)-matrix 1
2
N(N + 1)
DIII SO(2N)
U(N)
asymmetric (N ×N)-matrix 1
2
N(N − 1)
EIII E6
SO(10)×U(1)
16-spinor 16
EVII E7
E6×U(1)
27-vector 27
Table 1: Hermitian symmetric spaces (HSS).
Classification of Hermitian symmetric spaces (HSS) by Cartan, the standard complex
coordinates belonging to the representation of H and their complex dimensions are shown.
G/H φ (Φ) σ (Σ) V superpotential constraints hosts
SO(N)
SO(N−2)×U(1)
N 1 U(1) σφ2 φ2 = 0 CPN−1
SO(2N)
U(N)
, Sp(N)
U(N)
2N ×N N ×N U(N) tr (ΣΦTJΦ) ΦTJΦ = 0 G2N,N
E6
SO(10)×U(1)
27 27 U(1) Γijkσ
iφjφk Γijkφ
jφk = 0 CP 26
E7
E6×U(1)
56 56 U(1) dαβγδσ
αφβφγφδ dαβγδφ
βφγφδ = 0 CP 55
Table 2: Auxiliary field formulation for HSS.
Field contents, say dynamical chiral superfields φ(Φ) and auxiliary chiral and vector super-
fields σ(Σ) and V , are displayed in the first three rows. (We have given the representation
of G or matrix sizes for φ(Φ) and σ(Σ) and gauge symmetry for V .) The superpoten-
tials invariant under G and gauge symmetries and holomorphic constraints obtained by
the integration over σ(Σ) are also shown. In the last row, the host spaces determined
by the integration over V are shown. The second rank symmetric tensor J is given by
J =

 0 1N
ǫ1N 0

 with ǫ = +1 (or −1) for SO(2N) (or Sp(N)), and Γ (d) is the E6 (E7)
symmetric third (fourth) rank tensor whose explicit expressions can be found in [16].
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